Abstract: In this paper we extend existing models for Master Bay Planning by handling containers holding dangerous goods, so-called IMO containers. Incompatible IMO containers must be separated from each other on board a vessel according to specific rules. These rules affect both Master Bay Planning and Slot Planning, which are the two planning problems normally handled in container stowage planning. Some research is done to include IMO containers in Slot Planning, but, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first time handling of IMO containers is included in Master Bay Planning. We present results from computational tests showing that our model can be solved to optimality, or near optimality, in reasonable time for realistically sized instances.
INCLUDING CONTAINERS WITH DANGEROUS GOODS IN THE MULTI-PORT MASTER BAY PLANNING PROBLEM 1 Introduction and Literature Review
The world economy is heavily dependent on the ability of transporting goods. Today, maritime transportation is the most important and cheapest mode of transportation in international trade. The introduction of containers represented a milestone in maritime transportation, which not only decreased transportation costs, but also helped to transport the goods safely. As a result, container transportation has become a predominant mode of cargo traffic. The majority of containers are transported by vessels called container ships, which are specifically designed to carry containers. According to [18] and [7] , maritime transportation can be divided into three categories: industrial, tramp and liner shipping. In industrial shipping, the company owns both the cargoes transported and the ships transporting them, and the aim is to minimize the cost of the voyages. Tramp vessels follow the available cargoes and can be thought of as taxis. A tramp shipping company may have a certain amount of contract cargoes which it is committed to carry, and tries to maximize the profit from optional spot cargoes. In liner shipping, ships follow fixed routes with a public schedule and aim to maximize profit on the given routes. Container ships usually operate within the liner shipping segment, and they are owned by different shipping companies. One of the main goals for liner shipping companies, in order to maximize profit, is to load and unload their ships fast. This does not only reduce port fees, but also allows for decreasing the speed at sea, which save fuel consumption and CO 2 emissions [11] .
Because of its combinatorial nature and the various operating constraints related to both the ship structure and container properties, stowage planning is a complex problem. Publications on container stowage planning can be divided into two main categories: single phase and multi-phase approaches. Single phase approaches represent the stowage planning problem in a single optimization model, whereas multi-phase approaches decompose the problem into two or more phases. The most successful approaches found in recent literature, see, e.g., [11, 12, 9, 16, 14] , decompose the problem into two phases: the Master Bay Planning Problem (MBPP) and the Slot Planning Problem (SPP). The Master Bay Planning Problem distributes the containers to bay sections of the vessel, the Slot Planning Problem then assigns the containers in each bay section to specific slots. We also choose a two-phase approach, and in this paper we develop a new model for the Multi-Port Master Bay Planning Problem (MP-MBPP). We believe the added features of this model give a more realistic description of container stowage planning.
Ambrosino et al. [4] introduce two mixed integer programming models for the MP-MBPP, dealing with practical and operational aspects of the problem: minimizing unmet demand, crane imbalance, and number of re-handles. Only standard containers of length 20 and 40 are modeled, and two different heuristic approaches are proposed to solve the problem. Ambrosino et al. [5] presents a new mixed integer programming model for the MP-MBPP that takes into account standard, reefer and open top containers of lengths 20 and 40 , and hatch cover positions in the ships. The objective is to minimize the number of re-handles and imbalanced crane work. In the models presented in [2, 3, 4, 5, 10] , the constraints dealing with transversal and longitudinal stability are constructed by forcing the weight on the right side of the ship to be equal to the weight on the left side of the ship within given tolerances, and the weight on the stern of the ship to be equal to the weight on the bow of the ship within given tolerances. In addition, the constraints dealing with vertical stability and metacentric height are constructed by forcing containers to be stowed in ascending order of weight from the bottom to the top in the same stack.
Pacino et al. [11] also decompose the stowage planning problem into the Multi-Port Master Bay Planning Problem and the Slot Planning Problem. In the MP-MBPP, an integer programming model that assigns groups of different container types (standard light, standard heavy, reefer light and reefer heavy) to locations of the container ship is presented. This model is then solved after relaxing some of the variables. Pacino et al. [12] develop a linear integer programming model with ballast tanks which leads to variable displacement for the MP-MBPP. They present a linearization approach for the center of gravity and hydrostatic data tables of the vessel, to formulate stability and stress constraints that can handle variable displacement. The objective is to minimize the changes in ballast water.
Parreño et al. [13] develop a binary programming model and a GRASP algorithm to solve the Slot Planning Problem where handling of IMO containers is included. In [1] , the authors develop a bin packing approach to handle the Master Bay Planning Problem, which is different from our way of modeling and solving the problem. These are the only two papers we have been able to find which deal with IMO containers. The Slot Planning Problem focuses on the second phase of container stowage planning, and thus [1] is the only research on Master Bay Planning dealing with IMO containers we have found.
The main contribution of our paper is that we include containers with dangerous goods, so-called IMO containers (IMO -the International Maritime Organization) in our model, and we show that, despite this extension, the model is solved to optimality or near optimality for realistically sized instances by standard software in reasonable time.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we provide a description of our version of the Multi-Port Master Bay Planning Problem. Our mathematical model is presented in Section 3, while we present computational results in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
Problem Description
A container is a metal box in which goods can be stored, and all containers are standardized according to the ISO 668 standard. The size of a container refers to its metrics of length, width, and height, which are usually expressed in feet ( ) and inches ( ). The most commonly used container heights are 0 , 8 6 , and 9 6 , and most commonly used lengths are 20 , 40 , and 45 . A 20 container is referred to as a Twenty foot Equivalent Unit (TEU), a 40 container is called a Forty foot Equivalent Unit (FEU). All standard ISO containers are 8 wide. A 0 height container is called a platform whereas a 9 6 container is called a high-cube container. Reefer containers are containers which allow contents to be kept cool, and must be supplied with electricity. Containers carrying dangerous goods are referred to as IMO containers, see Section 2.1.
A container ship or container vessel is a cargo ship designed to hold containerized cargo. The vessel's cargo space is divided into bays, each bay is partitioned into on-deck and below deck parts using a hatch cover, which is a metallic, flat, water proof lid which allows containers to be stored on top of it. The below deck part of the ship is physically divided into several cargo holds by upright walls within the hull of the ship called bulkheads, which are indicated by the bold vertical lines in Figure 1 . Today, the largest container ships in the world are able to carry more than 20000 TEUs [15] .
Both the on-deck and below deck parts of the vessel are partitioned into cells which contain two TEUs or one FEU container each. The cells are divided into two slots, a fore and an aft slot.
A slot is described by three parameters called the bay, row, and tier. A bay is a longitudinal section of a vessel. Bays are numbered from the bow to the stern of the vessel. TEU bays are numbered with odd numbers (01, 03, 05, 07, ...) whereas FEU bays are numbered with even numbers (02, 06, 10, ...). The numbering of FEU bays depend on the particular structure of the container ship, but in any case, each FEU bay is associated with two contiguous TEU bays, e.g bay 06 = bay 05 + bay 07, as depicted in Figure 1 . A row or stack is a transversal section of a vessel. Rows are numbered from centerline to port side with even numbers and from centerline to starboard with odd numbers. The row on the centerline is numbered 00, as shown in Figure 2 . A tier is the vertical view of the cells of a vessel. Below deck tiers are numbered vertically upwards with even numbers from bottom to top, starting from 02. On-deck tiers are numbered vertically upwards with even numbers starting from 82. Thus, the tiers on-deck can be numbered by the sequence 82, 84, 86, · · · , as depicted in Figure 2 .
Most cells can hold one 40 or 45 container, or two 20 containers. 45 containers can only be loaded in cells meant for such containers or on the upper tier (on-deck) of an FEU bay, and some cells may be restricted to either 20 or 40 containers. Due to the physical layout of the vessel, there exist odd cells that hold only one 20 container. Loaded containers are containers which are already on board a vessel when the stowage plan is made. The list of containers to load in the current port is called the load list. It contains detailed information about the containers, such as height, length, weight, type (standard, reefer, IMO) and discharge port. The stowing rules for IMO containers are explained in Section 2.1. A release is a list of loaded containers, which has the container information from the load list plus the exact position where each container is stowed.
Containers stowed in a row form a stack which is one container wide, and is composed of two TEU bays and a single FEU bay. A location is a bay section which consists of a set of stacks that are either on or below deck, the stacks are adjacent and they coincide with the same hatch cover for bays with three hatch covers, as depicted in Figure 3a , or they coincide with two or three adjacent hatch covers for bays with seven hatch covers, as depicted in Figure 3b . Any location has a maximum TEU capacity, a maximum reefer container capacity, maximum capacities for different types of IMO containers, and weight limits. Containers on a container ship are stowed in vertical stacks. A common situation is that, at port A, a container with port of destination (POD) B must be unloaded and reloaded at port A in order to access the container below it, which has port A as POD. This stowage configuration is called over-stowage, and costs both time and money for shipping line companies. Two types of over-stowage are normally considered: when a container is unloaded, the containers above it in the same stack must be unloaded first. This situation is referred to as over-stowage within location. If the container is stowed below a hatch, all containers above this hatch must also be unloaded in order to open the hatch. This is called hatch over-stowage. When a container ship is ready to leave a port it must be declared seaworthy, which means that all loaded items, i.e., cargo, ballast water, fuel, etc., must be distributed along the vessel such that its initial stability is acceptable, all stress forces are within limits and the draft, trim and metacentric height of the ship are also within limits. We direct interested readers to [11] and [12] for a more detailed description of how vessel stability is computed and modeled. The constraints related to stability in this paper are similar to those in [11] .
IMO Classes and Stowage Rules
According to the International Maritime Dangerous Goods Code (IMDG Code), there are nine classes of dangerous goods, some of these are divided into subclasses, currently making up a total of 17 classes. Detailed information can be found in [1] . Due to their properties, many of these substances are incompatible to each other, and thus a minimum distance has to be kept between them. For this purpose, the IMDG Code provides a number of separation rules as indicated in Table 1 .
As shown in Table 1 , there exist four specific separation principles that must be followed for the stowage of dangerous goods, each of them giving detailed rules for how to separate pairs of containers holding incompatible goods: (1) Away from, (2) Separated from, (3) Separated by a complete compartment from, and (4) Separated longitudinally by an intervening complete compartment or hold from. Principle (1) only affects the stowing of open top containers which are not included in this paper, thus only principles 2-4 are considered here. The cells marked 'X' in Table 1 refer to combinations of goods where the concrete substances will lead to a certain principle (1, 2, 3 or 4) to be applied.
Principle 2: Separated from This principle means the containers cannot be placed in the same stack (row), unless separated by a deck, while they can be stowed horizontally (in both longitudinal and transversal directions) separated by one container space. If there is a bulkhead between them, one container space is not necessary. For instance, given two incompatible IMO containers stowed according to principle 2, if one container is stowed in bay 15, row 09, tier 10, the other can be stowed in bay 17, row 09, tier 10 (bacause there is a bulkhead between bays 14 and 18), as illustrated in Figure 4 .
Principle 3: Separated by a complete compartment from This principle means that two containers on deck cannot be placed in the same stack, while they can be stowed longitudinally separated by one container space and transversally separated by two container spaces. For example, given two incompatible IMO containers stowed according to principle 3, if one container is stowed in bay 19, row 03, tier 88, the other cannot be stowed in on-deck locations of rows 02, 01, 03, 05, or 07 of bays 17, 19 or 21 as illustrated in Figure 4 . Below deck, two containers stowed according to principle 3 cannot be placed in the same stack, horizontally they must be separated by a bulkhead. For instance, given two incompatible 
IMO containers stowed according to principle 3, if one container is put below deck in any row of bay 19, then the other cannot be put in any below deck locations belonging to bays 17, 19, 21 or 23 as illustrated in Figure  4 . Note that there is a bulkhead between bay 14 and bay 18.
Principle 4: Separated longitudinally by an intervening complete compartment or hold from This principle means in on-deck locations, two containers cannot be placed in the same stack, longitudinally they require a minimum of 24 m (four 20 containers spaces 1 ) separation, including a complete bay. Incompatible IMO containers stowed according to principle 4 stowed in below deck locations in addition require a bulkhead separation. For example, given two incompatible IMO containers stowed according to principle 4, if one container is stowed in any location in bay 19, the other cannot be stowed in any location (both on-deck and below deck) of bay 13, 15, 17, 21, 23, or 25. The separation principles described above are summarized in Table 2 , which is taken from [19] . mainly concerning the stacking rules. Since incompatible containers following principle 3 stowed below deck and all incompatible containers following principle 4 need a complete bay separation, they are only considered in Master Bay Planning. However, all incompatible containers following principle 2 and incompatible containers following principle 3 stowed on-deck are considered in both Master Bay Planning and Slot Planning. In this paper, we focus on the Multi-Port Master Bay Planning Problem (MP-MBPP). Our model is based on the integer programming model presented by Pacino et al. [11] , where the authors consider standard and reefer containers of 20 and 40 length with two weight classes for each length. Each bay, assuming three (or seven) hatch covers in each bay, is divided into four locations, two on-deck and two below deck. An inner location is the middle stacks of a bay coinciding with the middle (one or three) hatch cover(s), whereas an outer location contains both the water side and port side stacks of the same bay, coinciding with the two (or four) remaining hatch covers. This means that outer locations are symmetrically split to ensure transversal stability. Using Figure 3 as an example, locations 2 and 5 would be the two inner locations, locations 1 and 3 would be in the same outer location, the second outer location would contain the two on-deck locations 4 and 6. Pacino et al. [11] also assume constant displacement of the ship along the trip, and the current and downstream ports are considered.
Our version of the Multi-Port Master Bay Planning Problem extends this model by including IMO containers as outlined above, and by splitting the outer locations from [11] into two locations each, one for each side of the vessel. This definition of locations helps us to handle hatch over-stowage in a more realistic way, as there is no need to remove containers from more than one hatch cover to get access to a given below deck container for container-ships with three hatch covers in each bay and there is no need to remove containers from more than three hatch covers to get access to a given below deck container for container ships with seven hatch covers in each bay. We model the transversal stability requirements for the vessel as constraints. Since a location consists of a set of stacks, over-stowage within a location is not handled in the Master Bay Planning phase, but rather in the Slot Planning phase. This also reduces the time needed to solve the model. A feasible solution for the MP-MBPP must then satisfy the following rules.
• R1: For each location and each port, the number of containers of length 20 and 40 must be within TEU and FEU capacity limits of the location, respectively.
• R2: For each location and each port, the number of reefer containers must be within the reefer capacity limit of the location.
• R3: For each port, the number of incompatible IMO containers must be within the location capacity so that the separation principles given in Table 2 are respected.
• R4: All containers in the load list of the current and downstream ports must be loaded.
• R5: For each location and each port, the total weight of containers must be within the weight limits of the location.
• R6: For each port, the transversal, longitudinal and vertical center of gravity must be within the limits when loading is completed.
• R7: For each port, the stress forces of each frame must be within the limits when loading is completed.
The objective function of the MP-MBPP is to minimize the costs of hatch over-stowage, the makespan of the cranes along the trip, and the number of non reefer containers stowed in reefer slots.
A Mathematical Model for the Multi-Port Master Bay Planning Problem
The MP-MBPP distributes types of containers to load in the port into bay subsections called locations. We now introduce our integer programming model formulated to solve the MP-MBPP.
Notation
In this subsection, we present the notation used in the model. Sets are listed in Table 3 , constants are given in Table 4 , and variables are listed in Table 5 .
Containers are divided into types according to properties of the container itself (standard/reefer), the goods stored in the container (IMO classes) and the weight of the container including its content (heavy/light). As shown in Table 1 , there are currently 17 classes of dangerous goods. We consider the containers containing one class of dangerous goods as one IMO container type. The IMO containers of each class are incompatible with other IMO containers by respecting one of the separation principles, so the incompatible containers must be stored according to the stowing rules for the given principle. The fact that all containers types may include both 20' and 40' containers are handled by separating the input data and the x variables by container length.
We include only even bays in the set B, as there is no need to keep track of the fore and aft parts of each bay in the master planning.
Locations are also grouped based on different properties, the rules for separating IMO containers make it necessary to keep track of below deck and on-deck locations, and locations in adjacent bays.
A transport is a pair of load-discharge ports (p i , p j ) where containers can be transported from port (p i ) to port (p j ), that is, port (p i ) is visited before port (p j ).
The two forces: gravity force acting downwards and buoyancy force acting upward, are not uniformly distributed along the containership. Although a containership is not divided into independent sections, the two forces create stress forces in the structure of the containership. Limits on these stress forces are given for a set of points along the containership called frames.
The x α variables are the decision variables of the problem, assigning the number of 20 and 40 containers of each type to be stowed in each location of the container ship during each transport. The binary variables δ indicate hatch over-stowage. The variables y O calculate the amount of hatch over-stowage. The variables y T and y R calculate crane makespan and reduced reefer container capacity, respectively. (1, 2), (2, 3) , · · · , (|H| − 1, |H|)}. B
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Locations in pair b of inclusive adjacent bays. P Ports to be visited by the vessel. R Transports, represented by a load-discharge port pair (p i , p j ) .
R p
Transports with containers on the vessel at departure from port p. R
A p
Transports loaded or unloaded in port p. R
OV p
Transports which over-stow containers to load or unload in port p. F Frames (sets of bays associated with vessel stability). L
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Locations aft of frame f .
Formulation
The integer programming model is formulated as follows: TEU capacity of location l in port p. C
R pl
Reefer container capacity of location l in port p. C α pl Capacity of α ∈ {20 , 40 } containers in location l in port p. C jd pl
Capacity of containers incompatible with containers in T d
following separation principle j in location l in port p. L αt r
Total number of α ∈ {20 , 40 } containers of type t in transport r. R
D pl
Number of TEU units to be discharged from location l in port p. R
OV pl
Number of over-stowing TEU units in location l in port p. R
A pl
Number of TEU units to be loaded or discharged in location l in port p. W
T pl
Maximum weight of all containers in location l in port p. W Number of α = {20 , 40 } containers of type t stowed in location l during transport r. δ pl 1 if there are containers to load or discharge in port p below on-deck location l, 0 otherwise. φ Number of hatch over-stowed TEU units to load or discharge in location l in port p. y
T p
Crane makespan in port p. y
R pl
Reduction of reefer TEU capacity in location l in port p.
, p ∈ P, f ∈ F (17)
The objective function (1) minimizes the sum of costs of hatch over-stowage, stowage of non-reefer containers in reefer slots, and the crane makespan.
Constraints (2) and (3) ensure that TEU and reefer container capacities of each location in each port are respected. Constraints (4) and (5) set the binary variables φ d pl to 1 if there are containers with dangerous goods of class d to load or already loaded in port p in location l. Constraint (6) ensures that the number of incompatible containers following principles 2 and 3 in each location (for principle 3, only on-deck locations) never exceed the given limits.
Constraints (7) and (8) Constraint set (9) ensures that incompatible containers following principle 3 in below deck locations are separated by a bulkhead.
Constraints (10) and (11) Constraint set (12) ensures that incompatible IMO containers following principle 4 are separated by at least two even bays longitudinally, including a complete compartment. When incompatible IMO containers following principle 4 are stowed in below deck locations, additional bulkhead separation is needed, but there are always enough bulkheads with two even bays separation.
Constraint set (13) ensures that the number of containers of each length in each location is within the location's capacity, and the constraints in (14) ensure that all containers in all transports are loaded.
Constraint set (15) ensures that the weight of all containers in each location is within the weight limit of the location. The constraints in (16) ensure that the longitudinal, transversal and vertical centers of gravity are within the limits in each port visited by the container ship. Constraints (17) ensure that the downward force created by the cargo aft of each frame is within the limit. Since we assume constant displacement along the trip, we pre-compute the buoyancy forces and thus only restrict the weight distribution over the vessel accordingly.
Constraints (18) - (21) compute values for the variables in the objective function. Constraint set (18) sets the binary variables δ pl to 1 if there are containers to be handled in port p in the location below a given on-deck location l. Constraint (19) then calculates the number of hatch over-stow containers in on-deck location l in port p.
Crane makespan is the amount of time needed for the cranes to perform all loading and unloading operations, this is calculated by constraint set (20). In the Master Bay Planning, stacking rules are not taken explicitly into account. For this reason, some Slot Planning instances may be infeasible. A possible source of infeasibility is reefer containers, since they can only be stowed in slots with power plugs, which might be occupied by other container types. This is handled by reducing the capacity of reefer containers in a location by a proportional factor F τ pl , where
T pl for all non-reefer containers and a factor 1 for all reefer containers. Constraints (21) set the values for the variables y R pl , i.e., the reduction of the capacity of reefer containers within locations, which makes stowing non-reefer containers in reefer slots more costly.
Finally, constraints (22), (23), (24), (25), (26), (27) and (28) give domains for the variables.
Computational Results
We have tested our model on 19 instances. An overview of the instance characteristics can be found in Table  6 . Neither industrial contacts nor other researchers have been able or willing to share instances with us, so we have generated random instances which we believe correspond closely to real world stowage problems. This means that the results in terms of objective function values are not very useful, as we have no other results to compare to. We are therefore in the following mainly focusing on solution times and the possibility to find optimal or near optimal solutions in reasonable time. Anyone who wants to use our test instances are welcome to do so, instances will be provided by the first author upon request. A solution to the MP-MBPP gives the number of containers of each type for each transport to load in each location. A solution to the MP-MBPP will then serve as input data when a series of Slot Planning problems is solved in the next phase.
All experiments have been run on a Linux machine with Intel Core i7-5600U, CPU 2.60GHz ×4 and 16 GB of memory. The model was implemented in Pyomo and solved with Gurobi 7.5.2.
Stowage planning problems, including the Multi-Port Master Bay Planning Problem, are NP hard, see [6] and [11] for proofs. For that reason, we did not expect to solve our model to optimality for real-world sized instances in reasonable time. To get an idea about solution times needed, we let Gurobi run for up to five hours first, and then for up to ten minutes, for each instance. The results are given in Tables 7 and 8 , respectively. Within five hours, 11 instances are solved to optimality with the default Gurobi optimality gap of 0.01%. The remaining eight instances are not solved to optimality within the given run time, but all of them reach an optimality gap of less than 0.1%. Within ten minutes, nine instances are solved to optimality with the default Gurobi optimality gap. The remaining ten instances are not solved to optimality within the given run time, but all of them reach an optimality gap of less than 0.5%. Hatch over-stowage occur in one instance with a maximum of one TEU container, see Table 8 . Note that we have not made any relaxations of the integer and binary variables. Transports is the total number of active transports, and the two last columns show the number of integer and binary variables in the model after preprocessing. Five hours is too long time in a practical setting, so we have run the instances with larger optimality gaps to see how long time is needed to find a solution within the given gap, and how good this solution is compared to the "true" optimal solution. The results of these runs are given in Table 9 . As expected, run times decrease with increasing optimality gaps. With an optimality gap of 1% or 0.5%, most instances are solved within ten minutes. With 0.1% optimality gap, sixteen instances are solved in less than ten minutes. The run time is different from instance to instance, that is, the run time also seem to be affected by the number of different containers types.
The results show that by increasing optimality gaps, the solution times can be brought down to quite acceptable levels without giving away much in terms of solution quality. We see that the "true" optimal solution, the one found with Gurobi's default gap, is often found also with an increased gap. Which gap to use and which amount of time to be regarded as "reasonable time" will depend on the situation, this has to be decided by the problem owner who is going to use the solution for planning.
In general, the results from all our experiments reveal a difference between "easy" and "hard" instances, instances without IMO containers are solved faster than instances where IMO containers are included. Instances 5, 6, 11, 12, 16, 17 and 18 have the shortest run times in all experiments, the only exception is instance 2, which is quite small in terms of container capacity and number of locations. This indicates that the inclusion of IMO containers, which is necessary to handle real-world problems, adds some complexity and run time, but the problems are still solvable in reasonable time.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have extended the Multi-Port Master Bay Planning Problem by including IMO containers holding dangerous goods. This extension brings our model closer to the real-world problem which actually needs to be solved in practice. Computational experiments show that our model can be solved to optimality or near optimality in reasonable time using a standard MIP solver.
We are currently looking into Slot Planning where the same extensions are taken into account, we see this as a natural extension of the work presented here. In the Slot Planning Problem containers are assigned to specific positions in each location. This problem also changes when IMO containers following separation principles 2 and 3 are considered, as the actual position of an IMO container in a bay will define possible locations for other incompatible IMO containers following separation principles 2 and 3 in adjacent bays.
